Open Access Week 2013

Events

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2:15-3:15 Faculty roundtable discussion led by Cassidy Sugimoto</td>
<td>10:00-11:00: Nickoal; Jen + others; student publishing</td>
<td>12:1- Stacy-Jim Part of Digital Library Series IUScholarWorks, Statistics, and Altmetrics</td>
<td>10:00-11:00: Naz Pantaloni; Copyright Considerations in Open Access</td>
<td>9-noon: Stacy-Brianna-Ted Polley Data Visualization and Management: the Basics [3] Location TBD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| 3:430: Jen (at least) World Bank/SPARC Kickoff E174 - room booked | sometime between 1-3: Stacy-Jen Permaculture Conference Talk Aligning the principles of Permaculture Design with sustainable Open Access practice | 1-3pm Writing Successful Data Management Plans for Grant Proposals, LI-043 (booked), Stacy | 12:30-1:30: Nickoal +? Cassidy Sugimoto moderated student discussion of OA issues E174 - booked (12-130) Maybe GPSO will host lunch; if not maybe Libraries |

Post OA Week 2013 notes

M 10/21 Faculty Roundtable Discussion on OA Issues (2:15-3:15p, E174)

- Notes
  - Moderator, Cassidy Sugimoto (ILS)
  - Discussants:
    - Stasa Milojek (ILS): discussed benefits of OA, especially social ones
    - Robert Schneider (AHA, History): discussed problems of OA, disciplinarity, sustainability
    - Jason Baird Jackson (Mathers): discussed both pros and cons, considered himself an OA "agnostic"
  - Discussion points: OA as a form of advocacy; economic role/economic constraints and elitism; role of publishers; place in OA space for non-journal venues; reputation markers
  - Difficulty in getting this event off the ground in finding full panel of discussants during this time slot / time of year.
  - Great discussion, engaging panelists (good mix of discussants)
  - Great primer for complementary student roundtable discussion (F 10/25)
  - Next year: May want to consider holding similar event but during better time slot. More members of the library community might attend if during lunch hour (12n-1p), maybe as a brownbag, or if informed that it is something they can attend during work hours (as work related activity they are allowed to attend). Although students get out of class at 12:15p, could drop in (or encourage faculty to release them a few minutes early?).
  - Attendance: one - Alex Rudnik SoIC (+Jen, Stacy, Nickoal)
  - Refreshments: Light refreshments: cheese, crackers, cookies, water (IU Libraries)

M 10/21 World Bank / SPARC kickoff webcast (3:15-4:30p, E174)

- Notes:
  - Attendance: none (Jen, Nickoal)
  - Refreshments: Light refreshments: cheese, crackers, cookies, water (IU Libraries)

T 10/22 The Road to Publishing for Students (10-11a, LI-043)

- Notes
  - Presenters: Moira Marsh (on journal articles) and Raina Polivka (on books)
  - Discussion points included: where does the publishing road begin; doing your homework/researching the right venue; other arenas to prepare manuscript (conferences as peer review); preparing manuscripts/cover letters/proposals; what reviewers and editors look for; peer review process; negotiation of contracts; developing your own voice and confidence; on becoming a book editor/reviewer.
  - Encouraging (Moira: "Your work is judged by its merits, not your credentials,” e.g. you don't have to have a PhD to get published)
and instructional presentation

- May want to consider doing something like this again
- Attendance: ~8 (plus Jen and Nickoal)
- Refreshments: Light breakfast: bananas, granola bars, mini muffins, bottled water (GPSO)

**T 10/22 Aligning the Principles of Permaculture Design with Sustainable Open Access Practice (1-2p, E174)**

- Notes
  - Jen's blog post
  - Permaculture and OA PowerPoint Presentation
- Attendance: none
- Refreshments: n/a

**W 10/23 IUScholarWorks, Statistics, and Altmetrics (DLP Brown-Bag, 12n-1p, E174)**

- Notes
  - Well attended because built into well-oiled machine of the DLP Brown-Bag series.
- Attendance: ~15 people.
- Refreshments: n/a

**R 10/24 Copyright Considerations in Open Access (10-11a, E174)**

- Notes
  - Presenter: Naz Pantaloni III
  - Talking points: history of copyright law in US (slow compared to progressive Europe); general info on copyright purposes and protections; exclusive rights of authors and creators; licensing and contracts; fair use; creative commons; preservation and institutional repositories
  - Attendees: 2 PhD students in Geography(?) creating Omeka exhibit, 1 MLS student (Nickoal)
- Attendance: 3
- Refreshments:

**R 10/24 Writing Successful Data Management Plans for Grant Proposals (1-3p, LI-043)**

- Notes
- Attendance:
- Refreshments:

**F 10/25 Data Visualization and Management: the Basics**

- Notes
  - Workshop registration was full before OA Week fully advertised
- Attendance:
- Refreshments:

**F 10/25 Graduate Student Roundtable Discussion on OA Issues**

- Notes
  - Moderator, Cassidy Sugimoto (ILS) ; provided ~5 minute presentation on history of scholarly communication (in particular, how/why we've come to open access initiatives)
  - Discussants:
    - Clinton D. McKay (MIS/MLS) ; brought in perspective on OA programming and software, and OA in libraries' collection development
    - Alex Rudnick (PhD, SoIC / Linguistics) ; completely for open access initiatives, especially for journals (ring leader of petition to make some journals OA)
    - Cara Vukusich (MLS, emphasis in archives and info policy) ; discussed social justice aspects of OA
    - Nickoal Eichmann (MLS, emphasis in schol comm and research services) ; discussed OA's affect on scholarly societies/identities
    - Talking points: role as students and preprofessionals in ILS communities; economic role/economic constraints, elitism and social justice; OA's affect on scholarly societies, reputation; peer review and reliability in OA; OA and sustainability
- Attendance: ~8 plus panel
- Refreshments: Lunch: ~12 lunches from Jimmy Johns (sandwiches, chips) and bottled water (GPSO)
Marketing

Poster for Wells lobby display case, 3 panels, created by IU Press using logo files provided by OpenAccessWeek.org (.eps and .ai files)

- Left side with quotes about OA (Reusable)
- Middle with OA tagline, “Open access: a new norm in scholarship” (Reusable)
- Right side with list of events and dates (editable design file for future use)
- Included five 8.5X11 print-outs for each day’s events (will want to get clear plastic brochure holders)
- Stored in Jen's cube; digital copies files

Circulars

Twitter

- Hashtag: #IUOAW13 (17 uses total)

Listservs

Swag

- Stacy contacted people at PLoS; got t-shirts, pens, magnets, OA buttons

GPSO

- Mike Courtney (Outreach and Engagement Librarian) reached out to Kevin Miescke (GPSO programming coordinator) to assist with food
  - Provided breakfast on T 10/22; bananas, mini muffins, fruit/granola bars, bottled water
  - Provided lunch on F 10/25; ~12 lunches, Jimmy Johns and bottled water (spent ~$50!)

Other

- WFHB Podcast

Pre-OA Week Planning notes

[2] Logistics: Connect with Women in Computing (WIC) / SoIC

[3] Interested in using data visualization to enhance your research but don’t know where to begin? Learn how to use basic visualization techniques and open tools including Google Refine, Gephi, and Sci2 at our half-day workshop, where we’ll give users the chance to test their skills using data from sources such as HathiTrust (open) and Thomson Reuters Web of Knowledge. Experts will also cover the best ways to manage your data throughout its lifecycle. No data visualization experience needed, but attendees should have a working knowledge of all Microsoft Office programs and understanding of basic concepts in informatics research.

Dates not yet determined

- Copyright overview with Naz Pantaloni (music library).
- Complying with NIH funder mandates - Stacy; possibly co-list with ORA. Jen emailed Jian Liu, School of Public Health Librarian on 8/30 to ask for interest. Interest at the school not critical (confirmed with Jian Liu).
- Complying with NSF funder mandates - Stacy; doing this already via ORA on 9/30. Maybe do another?
- STUDENT: GPSO - Lunch?! student led panel also possibly moderated by Cassidy Sugimoto?: Debate pro/con - the issues, etc. Hook into Student Right to Research coalition. Cassidy CAN moderate this as well. (Cara Vukusich, Kayt Ahnberg, good students). Looking at chem/history (type fields) to add their concerns. David Wild - chem students. Scott Weingart - history; Alex Rudnick interested (linguistics/SoIC PhD student; recommended by Scott Weingart since he’ll be out of town during OA week)
- STUDENT: “Road to Publishing”; laying out the issues including managing ones online life, understanding publishing options and the possible implications of those choices, understanding sometimes you’re simply not in control of the decisions you need to make (P&T, faculty annual review (show our VPFAA revised guidelines; funder requirement, potential use of material in the future), addressing article level metrics - impact factor not (really) the end all be all game in town these days. Other metrics gaining solid ground. How publishing and SC is changing and how difficult it can be to talk to your mentors, senior department colleagues.

Lobby Poster

- Generic to be used again
- Dave in IUP
- QR code - no! 😊

Marketing Plans

- see Jen's email to Carolyn
- UITS Monitor; Catapult; IDAH; ILS; SoIC (separate from ILS); bioinformatics student group/club
- faculty through liaison librarians
- email them individually
- “What Open Access means to me” faculty / student quotes
Announcement (sort of): Republish earlier BFC directive re: OA and publisher addendums

Partners:
- OSP
- IUL
- GPSO

Files attached to this year's OA Week initiatives:
What does OA Mean to Me.pptx - posted in ILS for students to respond to.